Cloyne Court Academic Theme Housing
><><><Sunday November 2><><><
Council
The crowd is happy and chattering. It is dark thanks to day light savings ending. Collin
leads the crowd fearlessly in Jalissa’s absence.
Wes: I think I am really cool and I know a lot about politics. Meeting in Lib Ed room
after this for a tutorial.
Jake: mail in your ballots, yo.
Travis: if you want HI help me with rain catching shit.
Mikaela: Missing a letter so if see it please let MIkaela know.
Donya: dance party tonight. 9:40.
Manager announcements
Workshift: Next Sunday is fining date.
Habitability is happening this week- they will clean out hallways tonight.
Maya: looking fly in a burgundy sweater and a collared shirt. We have been
overspending and there isn’t anything to worry about! The most expensive stuff is the
frozen stuff. Be aware!
---Alex- can we do a Saturday dinner where we just eat leftovers?
Zach: There will be a house bill! It is coming up. Go talk to him about it.
Roman: Looking nice and warm in his turquoise beanie. It is a really nice color on him,
We are having more Tupperware. Make sure you sort it correctly. Be mindful of the
labels in the pot storage room- the labels are on top. The water spigot is getting fixed
but drink the other water too.
Steph, bounds up, wearing a nice vintage sweater.
Donya’s laugh echoes through the house and something Travis said (important note:
earlier Travis lost a bet to L and had to eat some deodorant that Kelly and Claire had
made. Apparently it was not tasty.)
Steph reviews the substance free responses. highlights: come to a manager, feel safe
to do so.
Wednesday there will be a chat during dinner about what it means to be
Thursday there will be a chat about what it means to use substances in Cloyne
Collin: spoons are not biodegradable and don’t put latex gloves down the garbage
disposal.
There have been complaints about music- so be mindful.
Kelly- maybe we should have new quiet hours about dance parties.

Graham: pay your house bill please. It is 90. A Cash or check is rad. also you can do
paid workshift for it. see his email. There are towels in the bathroom. There are
house elections coming up soon.
Gary: if you take out the compost- talk to him or Kelly about what to do with the
Claire is full of burps.
Travis: Change in grievence policies. Come talk to Travis. Jake says come talk to him.
Claire: there are hella herbs available to pick. do it. its cool.
Gary: we are going paper towel free! Penis and T money signed the petition to stop
using paper towels. It is possible not to use paper towels. We can do it. woo!
Budget Items
Parisa wants to get some money to send old clones their mail. it would be 100$.
Zach Likes this,
Zach likes mail.
Passes.
Claire takes over like a boss
Zach: moving discussion about quorum to now?
people: rabble rabble
Collin: there are two budget items then the quorum thang
L; takes iron
can we keep going?
L actually doesn’t take iron anymore
Charlie loves quorum
Collin: counting
BASIL: WHOS AN ASSHOLE. ARE YOU WRITING DOWN EVERYTHING?
NOW WE DEFINITELY DON‖T HAVE QUORUM
Jordan: L and I are starting a BSC-wide lit mag! In early stages but there is much
hope. It’s called the Jar. Not the Bell Jar
L: Taking submissions from all BSC members. Where to get funding? Cloyne! Because
we have money—(oh wait all our academic money is gone)—we want $499 (from the
house account) but might not use it all. This is for start up shit.
Jordan: This is for capital, we hope to also get funding/reimbursement from other
sources.
Z: Is there still academic $$
Collin: something
Graham: $14,000 to $27,000 in HAUS ($13,000 in checks, total is combined)
Parisa: Will the mag incorporate literary and critical theory?
Jordan: If someone submits that, yeah. Any lit or art. Aggregation of co-ops. It’s a
triple entendre: mason jars, it’s a container for whatever you want, and good
literature should be jarring
-lots of snaps-

Sage: Printed? How?
Jordan: 5 cents per page. Not sure whether it’ll be self-printed or done at a shop.
Jake: If the academic budget is empty, where does this come from?
Jordan: It is actually empty so this is out of haus account.
Elena: Have you considered online? It could be cheaper?
Jordan: We haven’t really thought about it, we want printed, it could be possible. We
want a physical print that can be distributed to the community, more effective
Gary: How many copies
L: 500. No 700.
Gary: Where will they be distributed?
Jordan: BSC, campus, community, to other homies
Jake: (looking great in a multi-colored sweater, holds finger poised in question)
NO EDITNG FREE SPEEEEEEECH
Graham: Bought a bunch of labradoodles with the $15,000 academic money
Z: I move the question
NO QUORUM
Gary: Who’s going to keep doing this?
Jordan: A clause will be that most people won’t stay. No boys’ club/circle jerk. We
want high turnover if people still want
32 people omg Alex is here
Grahama storms into the kitchen: ―I hate doing this‖
Someone: He’s on a Graham-page
TIM COME BACK
Collin is conspicuously absent
Vincent arrived in a vacuum – GHOST BUSTERS
THIS IS WHY WE SHOULD GET CHILDREN SO THEY CAN VOTE
Ayes: 27 Nays:0 Moos: 3
MITAR’S NOT HERE
Zach
I want to change quorum to 30.
Used a triple negative. Claire cannot the follow.
Also adding to it that we should do the super majority (2/3 of people) to add things to
the agenda the day of council.
Jake: holla. I am down- I think more people should come. It’s an easy change to do
the quorum change but I think the second part about the super majority.
Long conversation about why people do not want to come to council. maybe its not
fun? L has fun.
Claire adds that it can always be an online vote if you don't feel there are enough
people
Jake—its still above what CZ has. suck it.
Sage says lets make this an online vote.
Let’s all appreciate the irony that we cannot vote about changing quorum due to
the fact that we don’t have quorum.
Will be an online vote.

Speakers:
Zach let people borrow the speakers. I guess it was not chill. But maybe it was chill.
CZ borrowed our speakers under this policy.
cloyne.org/speakers
Basically a rental system in place.
There would be 100$ fee. but if the borrowers come and introduce themselves and
then also let Clones go for free then they wouldn't have to pay.
The speakers are 2000$.
Maybe not for other co-ops but maybe we can have a more intense system about
rental.
Zach doesn't have to bring this to council--- but he did. in the name of Broness.
Kyle suggests that it gets looked over,
Rad. We finished quickly and efficiently.

